Resource List
Futurist Sources

Ready to go beyond trends and get a sneak peek into the future? These sources go deeper than mere fads, they track the
fundamental driving forces shaping our world and predict what might happen in the not-so-distant future.
For more resources visit http://futurethink.com/tools/

Futurist Sources
Future of
Humanity Institute
Research

FHI, a research institute at the University of Oxford, brings the tools of mathematics, philosophy
and social sciences to bear on big-picture questions about humanity and its prospects.
http://www.fhi.ox.ac.uk/

Futurism
Trend Spotting

Futurism covers breakthrough technologies and scientific discoveries to drive the development of
these transformative technologies towards maximizing human potential.
https://futurism.com/

Google Trends
Trend Spotting

See the latest trends, data and visualizations from Google. Find out what's trending near you right
now.
http://www.google.com/trends

Institute for the Future
Research

The Institute for the Future, a non-profit research organization, helps organizations make the
futures they want by providing practical foresight for a world undergoing rapid change.
http://www.iftf.org/

Kurzweil
Accelerating
Intelligence
Trend Spotting

Kurzweil Accelerating Intelligence explores the radical growth of pervasive technologies, both
biological and machine, that are changing our world.
http://www.kurzweilai.net/

Next Big Future
Analysis

Next Big Future analyzes plans, policies, and technologies to track progress to the future. Next Big
Future purposefully covers science and technology that has a high potential for disruption.
http://nextbigfuture.com/

ProFutures
Trend Spotting

The ProFutures blog features trendspotting news, insights, and best practices. ProFutures is run
by the Association of Professional Futurists.
https://apf.org/blog/

The Future of the
Mind
Book

Theoretical physicist Michio Kaku delves into what research and progress is actually being made
right now and what’s in the distant future for the mind.
http://a.co/6Q1CSxC

The Signals Are Talking
Book

The Signals Are Talking, an essential book for understanding the future, reveals a systemic way of
evaluating new ideas on the horizon - distinguishing real trends from the trendy.
http://a.co/2kwy8lh

Shell Scenarios
Possible Futures

Shell Scenarios, possible visions of the future, ask “what if?” questions encouraging leaders to
consider events that may only be remote possibilities, and stretch their thinking.
http://www.shell.com/scenarios
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